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Believer's Bible Commentary
1995

the believer s bible commentary is a friendly
guide to exploring the deeper meanings of every
biblical book

The Wiersbe Bible Commentary: Old
Testament
2006-01-08

whether you are a pastor teacher or layperson now
you can study the bible in easy to read sections
that emphasize personal application as well as
biblical meaning developed from dr wiersbe s
popular be series of bible study books this
commentary carefully unpacks all of god s word the
wiersbe bible commentary old testament offers you
dr wiersbe s trustworthy insights on the entire
old testaments new biblical images maps and charts
introductions and outlines for each book of the
bible clear readable text that s free of academic
jargon let one of the most beloved and respected
bible teachers of our time guide you verse by
verse through the scriptures it s the trusted
reference you ll love to read

Jon Courson's Application



Commentary
2017-07-04

a devotional commentary that helps you gain fresh
insights into the bible and understand how you can
apply god s word to your life few bible
commentators simultaneously articulate both
insightful spiritual truths and memorable life
applications for readers who want to be relevant
witnesses for jesus christ gifted bible preacher
and inspiring teacher jon courson effortlessly
combines these elements in this easy to read verse
based devotional commentary on the old testament
books of genesis through job pastor jon s years of
immersion in god s word as he regularly preached
from the bible produced faithful valuable teaching
that takes a balanced approach between a scholarly
work and an encouragement for living the christian
life his application commentaries combine the
following elements in a unique blend of pertinent
information and needed inspiration deep love for
god s word colorful cultural insights insightful
historical information applicable topical studies
vivid illustrations and stories humorous practical
and inspiring life lessons jon courson s
devotional commentaries offer thorough and
comprehensive teaching along with practical in
depth topical studies in a very readable and
comfortable expositional style



The Expositor's Bible Commentary
- Abridged Edition: New Testament
2014-03-15

all the verse by verse insights of the 12 volume
expositor s bible commentary in 2 convenient
volumes when you want to dig more deeply into the
meaning of god s word a good expository bible
commentary is ideal you want more than a simple
one volume commentary that just scratches the
surface but you don t want a time consuming multi
volume set laden with fine points you can t use
the expositor s bible commentary abridged edition
is tailor made for you based on the critically
acclaimed expositor s bible commentary used by
pastors students and scholars across the world
this two volume abridged edition offers you the
full penetrating verse by verse commentary of the
12 volume series while leaving out needless
technical details marshalling the knowledge of
fifty two top biblical scholars it brings
tremendous insight to your bible studies covering
the old and new testaments in separate volumes
this commentary features verse by verse exposition
of the entire bible 250 in text charts maps tables
and pictures goodrick kohlenberger numbers for
cross referencing the zondervan niv exhaustive
concordance and other g k numbered resources

The Moody Bible Commentary
1983-09-15



over 100 000 copies sold now you can study the
bible with the faculty of the moody bible
institute imagine having a team of 30 moody bible
institute professors helping you study the bible
now you can with this in depth user friendly one
volume commentary general editors michael rydelnik
and michael vanlaningham have led a team of
contributors whose academic training practical
church experience and teaching competency make
this commentary excellent for anyone who needs
help understanding the scriptures this
comprehensive and reliable reference work should
be the first place sunday school teachers bible
study leaders missionaries and pastors turn to for
biblical insight scripture being commented on is
shown in bold print for easy reference and maps
and charts provide visual aids for learning
additional study helps include bibliographies for
further reading and a subject and scripture index
the moody bible commentary is an all in one bible
study resource that will help you better
understand and apply god s written revelation to
all of life

James- Everyman's Bible
Commentary
2012-12-10

what should you as a christian be thinking saying
and doing the epistle of james outlines god s
answers to those questions james provides you with
guidelines for a life that is consistent with your
beliefs consistent with the way god wants you to



live it is as relevant today as the day it was
written in a readable helpful style vernon
doerksen explores the practical implications of
the great themes of james working faith the tongue
and a christian s speech and the responsibility of
christian teachers

Applied New Testament Bible
Commentary
1992

the wisdom found in god s word is timeless as
relevant today as when it was first written and
the challenge for believers remains unchanged how
do we apply these truths to our everyday world the
applied commentary series is a fresh approach to
bible study connecting great wisdom with your life
today each scripture passage is enhanced with
insights on key themes and ideas featured articles
provide a deeper look at essential concepts while
the contemporary language allows for easy reading
and because some subjects are open to
interpretation for discussion we ve included
perspectives from leading theologians from all
backgrounds and denominations the result an
interactive approach to scripture that will
challenge your ideas and build your faith which is
what reading the bible is all about

Asbury Bible Commentary
2013-08-07



here is the first one volume evangelical wesleyan
commentary on the entire bible nearly 50 wesleyan
scholars collaborated on this landmark aid to
pastors sunday school teachers bible study leaders
and college and seminary students

The Power of God
2012-06-19

the book you now hold in your hands contains
nearly everything the great american puritan
jonathan edwards 1703 58 ever wrote on the book of
romans it is collated into a verse by verse bible
commentary pastors theologians historians and
bible study leaders will find a treasure of
biblical insight along with practical application
as one of the great theologians of the christian
church expounds the book that martin luther called
the most important piece in the new testament
jonathan edwards expository genius is clearly
evident in both the depth of his biblical insight
as well as his logic readers will be encouraged
and edified as they delve deeply into the book of
romans with jonathan edwards by their side

NIV Bible Study Commentary
1999

helpful insights into the rich background and
meaning of the bible in a convenient one volume
commentary when reading scripture it s sometimes
easy to get lost in the details bogged down by all



the different stories lineages rulers peoples
numbers and confusing phrases specifics that only
make sense in context when we understand the bible
as a whole a clear and concise companion to the
whole bible the niv bible study commentary will
provide you with quick insightful help in
understanding the bible while you re reading it it
s meant to be kept close at hand for reference
while you study god s word and it will enrich your
study the niv bible study commentary is perfect
for anyone looking to grasp a fuller understanding
of the bible and the major themes interwoven
throughout its pages bible college students sunday
school teachers pastors and ministers wanting a
handy reference resource those looking for a great
gift to celebrate a graduation birthday or other
milestone event arranged according to all sixty
six books of the bible for ease of use this one
volume commentary provides insights into the
history events people and places found in the
stories of scripture about the author john h
sailhamer is professor of old testament at golden
gate baptist theological seminary in brea
california and was formerly senior professor of
old testament and hebrew at southeastern baptist
theological seminary his other works include an
introduction to old testament theology and the niv
compact bible commentary

The Classic Bible Commentary
2004

spurgeon s recommended list of commentaries on all



sixty six books of the bible in one volume the
language has been edited where appropriate while
preserving the dignity of the original teachings

Global Bible Commentary
2019-05-07

the global bible commentary invites its users to
expand their horizon by reading the bible with
scholars from all over the world and from
different religious persuasions these scholars
have approaches and concerns that often are poles
apart yet they share two basic convictions
biblical interpretation always matters and reading
the bible with others is highly rewarding each of
the short commentaries of the global bible
commentary is a readily accessible guide for
reading a biblical book written for undergraduate
and seminary students and their teachers as well
as for pastors priests and adult sunday school
classes it introduces the users to the main
features of the biblical book and its content yet
each short commentary does more it also brings us
a precious gift namely the opportunity of reading
this biblical book as if for the first time by
making explicit the specific context and the
concerns from which she he reads the bible the
scholar points out to us the significance of
aspects of the biblical text that we simply took
for granted or overlooked need more info download
global bible commentary marketing brochure pdf
free adobe acrobat reader if any book demonstrates
the value of cultural criticism and the importance



of particularity in interpretation this is it
scholars from diverse social locations in every
continent bring their distinctive context to bear
on the act of interpreting in so doing they shed
eye opening light on the biblical texts the
resulting critical dialogue with the bible exposes
the oppressive as well as the liberating dynamics
of the texts while at the same time showing how
the bible might address the social political
cultural and economic dynamics of our world today
this collection can change the way you read the
bible scholars and students clergy and laity alike
david rhoads professor of new testament lutheran
school of theology chicago il contributors daniel
patte professor of new testament and early
christianity at vanderbilt university nashville tn
usa a french huguenot Église réformée de france he
taught two years in congo brazzaville and read the
bible with people in france switzerland south
africa botswana the philippines as well as in the
usa his publications include books on hermeneutics
and semiotics such as early jewish hermeneutics
1975 the religious dimensions of biblical texts
1990 on paul and matthew such as paul s faith and
the power of the gospel 1983 the gospel according
to matthew a structural commentary on matthew s
faith 1987 as well as most directly related to the
gbc ethics of biblical interpretation 1995 the
challenge of discipleship 1999 reading israel in
romans legitimacy and plausibility of divergent
interpretations ed with cristina grenholm 2000 the
gospel of matthew a contextual introduction with
monya stubbs justin ukpong and revelation velunta
2003 josé severino croatto professor of exegesis



hebrew and religious studies at instituto superior
evangélico de estudios teológicos isedet a
contributor to revista de interpretación bíblica
latinoamericana ribla and the movement of popular
reading of the bible he published 22 books
including three volumes on hermeneutics exodus a
hermeneutics of freedom 1981 biblical hermeneutics
toward a theory of reading as the production of
meaning 1987 hermenéutica práctica los principios
de la hermenéutica bíblica en ejemplos 2002 three
volumes on génesis 1 11 1974 1986 1997 the last
one exilio y sobrevivencia tradiciones
contraculturales en el pentateuco three volumes on
the book of isaiah 1988 1994 2001 the last one
imaginar el futuro estructura retórica y querigma
del tercer isaías isaías 56 66 two volumes on
religious studies 1994 2002 the last one
experiencia de lo sagrado y tradiciones religiosas
estudio de fenomenología de la religión 2002 rev
dr nicole wilkinson duran after teaching new
testament in the usa south africa zululand in
turkey is currently teaching part time at rosemont
college and villanova university and with her
husband raising twin sons in the suburbs of
philadelphia pa she has published articles on
topics ranging from gender and race in esther to
the unread bible in toni morrison s novels to body
symbolism in the story of john the baptist s
execution and edited with g phillips reading
communities reading scripture 2002 she is an
ordained presbyterian minister and does occasional
preaching and adult christian education teresa
okure shcj a graduate from the university of
ibadan la sorbonne École biblique of jerusalem and



fordham university ph d is professor of new
testament and gender hermeneutics at the catholic
institute of west africa port harcourt nigeria she
is or has been a member of the executive
committees of several associations including
eatwot ecumenical association of third world
theologians as executive secretary the
international association for mission studies iams
and the society for new testament studies snts she
published more than 100 articles and six books
including the johannine approach to mission a
contextual study of john 4 1 42 1988 ed evaluating
the inculturation of christianity in africa 1990
and ed to cast fire upon the earth bible and
mission collaborating in today s multicultural
global context 2000 archie chi chung lee professor
of hebrew bible department of cultural and
religious studies the chinese university of hong
kong a specialist of cross textual hermeneutics
especially chinese text and the post exilic
biblical tradition he is the author of several
books including a commentary on the book of
koheleth in chinese 1990 doing theology with asian
resources ten years in the formation of living
theology in asia 1993 ed and interpretation of the
megilloth in chinese 2003 and numerous articles
including genesis one and the plagues tradition in
ps 105 vetus testamentum 40 1990 257 263 biblical
interpretation in asian perspective asia journal
of theology 7 1993 35 39 the chinese creation myth
of nu kua and the biblical narrative in genesis 1
11 biblical interpretation 2 1994 312 324 cross
textual hermeneutics on gospel and culture asia
journal of theology 10 1996 38 48 and biblical



interpretation of the return in the postcolonial
hong kong biblical interpretation 9 1999 164 173

The Expositor's Bible Commentary
- Abridged Edition: Two-Volume
Set
2017-04-25

all the verse by verse insights of the 12 volume
expositor s bible commentary in 2 convenient
volumes when you want to dig more deeply into the
meaning of god s word a good expository bible
commentary is ideal you want more than a simple
one volume commentary that just scratches the
surface but you don t want a time consuming multi
volume set laden with fine points you can t use
the expositor s bible commentary abridged edition
is tailor made for you based on the critically
acclaimed expositor s bible commentary used by
pastors students and scholars across the world
this two volume abridged edition offers you the
full penetrating verse by verse commentary of the
12 volume series while leaving out needless
technical details marshalling the knowledge of
fifty two top biblical scholars it brings
tremendous insight to your bible studies covering
the old and new testaments in separate volumes
this commentary features verse by verse exposition
of the entire bible 250 in text charts maps tables
and pictures goodrick kohlenberger numbers for
cross referencing the zondervan niv exhaustive
concordance and other g k numbered resources



The 1 and 2 Thessalonians
Commentary Collection
2012-07-01

this 1 and 2 thessalonians commentary bundle
features volumes from the niv application
commentary series zondervan exegetical commentary
series and story of god bible commentary series
authored by michael w holmes gary s shogren and
john byron the diverse features from each of the
volumes gives you all the tools you need to master
the books of 1 and 2 thessalonians

Job (Understanding the Bible
Commentary Series)
2012-01-01

the new international biblical commentary offers
the best of contemporary scholarship in a format
that both general readers and serious students can
use with profit based on the widely used new
international version translation the nibc
presents careful section by section exposition
with key terms and phrases highlighted and all
hebrew transliterated a separate section of notes
at the close of each chapter provides additional
textual and technical comments each commentary
also includes a selected bibliography as well as
scripture and subject indexes



Women's Bible Commentary
1998-01-01

a twentieth anniversary edition with brand new or
thoroughly revised essays that reflect newer
thinking in feminist interpretation and
hermeneutics

Women's Bible Commentary
2019-03-05

in the critically acclaimed best seller women s
bible commentary an outstanding group of women
scholars introduced and summarized each book of
the bible and commented on those sections of each
book that have particular relevence to women
focusing on female charecters symbols life
situations such as marriage and family the legal
status of women and religious principles that
affect relationships of women and men now this
expanded edition provides similar insights on the
apocrypha presenting a significant view of the
lives and religious experiences of women as well
as attitudes toward women in the second temple
period this expanded edition sets a new standard
for women s and biblical studies

James- Everyday Bible Commentary
2004-01-17

what should you as a christian be thinking saying



and doing these are the questions we re all asking
and that james is answering and these truths shine
brightest when someone is explaining their full
context and why it all matters for us now this is
what the best preachers do but you don t have to
wait until sunday s sermon encounter the beautiful
depth of james through an enlightening verse by
verse commentary from vernon doerksen that s both
straightforward and insightful you ll gain a new
perspective on how james relates to other passages
in the old and new testament insights from the
original languages help with the difficult
passages and more you don t have to go to seminary
to encounter god in exciting new ways through his
word discover how much more enjoyable your
personal study will be with understandable quality
bible commentary for everyday life

Jon Courson's Application
Commentary
2004-04-01

a devotional commentary that helps you gain fresh
insights into the bible and understand how you can
apply god s word to your life few bible
commentators simultaneously articulate both
insightful spiritual truths and memorable life
applications for readers who want to be relevant
witnesses for jesus christ gifted bible preacher
and inspiring teacher jon courson effortlessly
combines these elements in this easy to read verse
based devotional commentary on the entire new
testament pastor jon s years of immersion in god s



word as he regularly preached from the bible
produced faithful valuable teaching that takes a
balanced approach between a scholarly work and an
encouragement for living the christian life his
application commentaries combine the following
elements in a unique blend of pertinent
information and needed inspiration deep love for
god s word colorful cultural insights insightful
historical information applicable topical studies
vivid illustrations and stories humorous practical
and inspiring life lessons jon courson s
devotional commentaries offer thorough and
comprehensive teaching along with practical in
depth topical studies in a very readable and
comfortable expositional style

The Expositor's Bible Commentary
2005-05-08

an abridgment of the critically acclaimed
expositor s bible commentary this gold medallion
winning resource gives you in two volumes all the
essential information and practical insights of
the original twelve volume set while trimming off
cumbersome technical details available
individually or as a set

The MacArthur Bible Commentary
1962-06-01

faithful focused commentary on the whole bible
serious students of scripture can easily lose



their focus among the many bible commentaries
available today studying for hours yet discovering
no meaningful application of god s eternal truth
this one volume commentary on the entire bible
from one of america s foremost bible expositors
offers instead a minilibrary of understandable
resources designed to convey the bible s
overarching message with historical and
theological clarity pastor and teacher john
macarthur covers the complete bible every passage
of the old and new testaments phrase by phrase in
this valuable one volume resource hundreds of
additional study tools complement the commentary
such as word studies charts graphs and brief
articles overviews of each major division of the
bible introductions to each biblical book a
summary of essential christian theology special
sections on jesus s life and ministry harmonies of
historical writings guidance in studying applying
and teaching god s word readers benefit from the
coherence a single commentator provides finding
faithful understandable and relevant resources for
any passage from the entire bible consistent
elements include exploring god s character seeing
christ in all scripture and identifying key
doctrines vital people and touchstone scripture
passages the macarthur bible commentary offers
pastors bible teachers serious bible readers and
anyone seeking to read and understand the
scriptures a way to focus their studies while
still seeing the entire bible s application to the
christian life



The Wycliffe Bible Commentary
2013-02

you love god you long to know him more intimately
to see him face to face now is the time to dig
deeper into the scriptures to see the bible come
alive for you chapter by chapter sentence by
sentence word by word written by forty eight
leading bible scholars this powerful handbook
walks you through the entire text of the old and
new testaments primarily in the kjv from the
majestic genesis account of all the creator
brought into being to christ s words at the end of
revelation yea i come quickly you ll find insights
to help you wrap your heart and mind around god s
word in the pages of the wycliffe bible commentary
includes bonus material commentary on romans from
the moody bible commentary michael vanlaningham
professor of new testament at moody bible
institute introduces romans and then takes you
through it verse by verse known as paul s most
thorough treatment on christian doctrine romans
explores sin faith and god s redemptive purposes
for the world in jesus familiarity with this
famous letter is indispensable for growth and
maturity in your christian faith

The Chrysostom Bible - Joshu
2004-04

the chrysostom bible commentary series is not so
much in honor of john chrysostom as it is to



continue and promote his legacy as an interpreter
of the biblical texts for preaching and teaching
god s congregation in this volume the author paul
nadim tarazi explains that joshua like most of
scripture has been plagued by the proof texting
approach of classical theology instead of asking
the simple question what is the book saying most
of us tarazi explains have been programmed to ask
what is the book saying concerning a certain topic
the topic we are interested in is already defined
in our minds by merely asking the question we are
already straightjacketing scripture rev dr paul
nadim tarazi is professor of biblical studies and
languages at st vladimir s orthodox theological
seminary he is the author of a three volume
introduction to the old testament a four volume
introduction to the new testament galatians a
commentary 1 thessalonians a commentary land and
covenant and the chrysostom bible genesis a
commentary philippians a commentary romans a
commentary and colossians philemon a commentary
his audio bible commentaries on the books of the
new testament are available online through the
orthodox center for the advancement of biblical
studies ocabs

Expositor's Bible Commentary
1988-10-01

an abridgment of the critically acclaimed
expositor s bible commentary this gold medallion
winning resource gives you in two volumes all the
essential information and practical insights of



the original twelve volume set while trimming off
cumbersome technical details

Harper's Bible Commentary
2008-12

setting a new standard with its innovative and
highly readable format harper s bible commentary
features individual commentaries on each of the 84
books of the old testament new testament and
apocrypha 16 pages of color photos 16 pages of
color maps and more

The Expositor's Bible Commentary
1970-06-01

this is a complete revision of the gold medallion
winning commentary series it is up to date in its
discussion of theological and critical issues and
thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint publisher
description

Mark- Everyman's Bible Commentary
1982-01

designed for laypeople these commentaries deal
seriously with the biblical text without being
overly technical introductory information
doctrinal themes problem passages and practical
applications are examined



The Expositor's Bible Commentary-
New Testament
1989

the expositor s bible commentary is a major
contribution to the study and understanding of the
scriptures its seventy eight contributors come
from the united states canada england scotland
australia and new zealand and from many
denominations including anglican baptist brethren
methodist nazarene presbyterian and reformed they
represent the best in evangelical scholarship
committed to the divine inspiration complete
trustworthiness and full authority of the bible
this reference work provides pastors and other
bible students with a comprehensive and scholarly
tool for the exposition of the scriptures and the
teachings and proclamation of their message the
english text used in the expositor s bible
commentary is the new international version north
american edition though contributors refer to
other translations and to the original languages
each book of the bible has in addition to its
exposition an introduction outline and
bibliography notes on textual questions and
special problems are correlated with the
expository units transliteration and translation
of the semitic and greek words make the more
technical notes accessible to readers unacquainted
with the biblical languages in matters where
marked differences of opinion exist commentators
while stating their own convictions deal fairly



and irenically with opposing views

The Bible Exposition Commentary
1999-02

here is a commentary that doesn t read like a
commentary but like letters from a good friend
here is the exciting truth of the new testament
scriptures wrapped in the warm personal style of
one of america s best loved bible teachers study
the first half of the new testament from matthew
through galatians in digestible sections that
emphasize personal application as well as biblical
content and be spiritually enriched as have
hundreds of thousands of other pastors teachers
and students of the word who have benefited from
this best selling series with over 2 million
copies in print dr warren wiersbe brings the
people places history and teachings of the new
testament to life in the pages of the bible
exposition commentary this first volume is a
compilation of the following books and be loyal
matthew be dynamic acts 1 12 be diligent mark be
daring acts 13 28 be compassionate luke 1 13 be
right romans be courageous luke 14 24 be wise 1
corinthians be alive john 1 12 be encouraged 2
corinthians be transformed john 13 21 be free
galatians

The Complete Bible Commentary
2013-03-01



the chrysostom bible commentary series is not so
much in honor of john chrysostom as it is to
continue and promote his legacy as an interpreter
of the biblical texts for preaching and teaching
god s congregation in this volume the author paul
nadim tarazi explains that joshua like most of
scripture has been plagued by the proof texting
approach of classical theology instead of asking
the simple question what is the book saying most
of us tarazi explains have been programmed to ask
what is the book saying concerning a certain topic
the topic we are interested in is already defined
in our minds by merely asking the question we are
already straightjacketing scripture rev dr paul
nadim tarazi is professor of biblical studies and
languages at st vladimir s orthodox theological
seminary he is the author of a three volume
introduction to the old testament a four volume
introduction to the new testament galatians a
commentary 1 thessalonians a commentary land and
covenant and the chrysostom bible genesis a
commentary philippians a commentary romans a
commentary and colossians philemon a commentary
his audio bible commentaries on the books of the
new testament are available online through the
orthodox center for the advancement of biblical
studies ocabs

The Chrysostom Bible - Joshua
2012-11-10

now complete this thoroughly revised edition of
the expositor s bible commentary includes the work



of fifty six contributors thirty of whom are new
this collection provides the most current
scholarship and resources this pack includes the 8
volumes covering the old testament

Expositor's Bible Commentary---
Revised: 8-Volume Old Testament
Set
2013

as the world s most popular annual bible
commentary for more than two decades standard
lesson commentary slc provides 52 weeks of study
in a single volume and combines thorough bible
study with relevant examples and questions key
features include verse by verse explanation of the
bible text detailed lesson context pronunciation
guide for difficult words printed scripture
discussion starters a review quiz for each quarter
available in the king james version kjv and new
international version niv bible translations the
slc is based on the popular uniform series this
series developed by scholars from numerous church
fellowships outlines an in depth study of the
bible over a six year period the four main themes
of the 2020 2021 study are love for one another
genesis 1 samuel luke john acts 1 corinthians
james 1 john call in the new testament gospels
acts romans 1 corinthians hebrews prophets
faithful to god s covenant deuteronomy joshua 1 2
kings ezra nehemiah lamentations prophets
confident hope leviticus matthew luke romans 2



corinthians hebrews 1 john the slc is perfect as
the primary resource for an adult sunday school
class for personal study or as a supplemental
resource for any curriculum that follows the issl
uniform series nearly three dozen ministers
teachers and christian education specialists
contribute their expertise to slc the deluxe
edition features online and download access for
the standard lesson ecommentary access is
available through your choice of logos bible
software or wordsearch starter engine both
software options include the full text of the
standard lesson commentary both kjv and niv
editions as well as full text of the kjv bible
full color visual resources student activity
reproducible pages quarterly quiz more than a
dozen additional helps and resource

The Gospel of Mark
2020-06-01

this is another volume in the series of bible
commentaries of matthew henry in this volume the
entire text of the galatians is commented with
notes of each chapter are easy to read and
understand providing explanation and
interpretation of biblical text this commentary
will help you better understand the holy bible and
and explains bible passages sunday school
preparation churches theological seminaries and
bible schools will find an excellent aid in this
biblical commentary on the galatians



NIV® Standard Lesson Commentary®
2020-2021
2016-04-18

comprehensive accessible and fully illustrated
this commentary on acts is a must have resource
you want a deeper understanding of the scriptures
but the notes in your study bible don t give you
enough depth or insight this commentary was
created with you in mind each volume of the baker
illustrated bible commentary is a nontechnical
section by section commentary on one book or
section of the bible that provides reliable and
readable interpretations of the scriptures from
leading evangelical scholars this information
packed commentary will help you gain a deeper
understanding of the bible in your own personal
study or in preparation for teaching it tackles
problematic questions calls attention to the
spiritual and personal aspects of the biblical
message and brings out important points of
biblical theology making it invaluable to anyone
seeking to get the most out of their bible study

Galatians - Complete Bible
Commentary Verse by Verse
2019-10-01

a classic one volume commentary written with an
uncompromising commitment to the inspiration
authority and integrity of the scriptures



Commentary on Acts
2008-11-03

designed for laypeople these commentaries deal
seriously with the biblical text without being
overly technical introductory information
doctrinal themes problem passages and practical
applications are examined copyright libri gmbh all
rights reserved

The Complete Bible Commentary
1984

this one volume new testament commentary presents
a distinctly spirit filled perspective of the
bible formerly titled full life bible commentary
to the new testament

Romans
2003

comprehensive accessible and fully illustrated
this commentary on ephesians is a must have
resource you want a deeper understanding of the
scriptures but the notes in your study bible don t
give you enough depth or insight this commentary
was created with you in mind each volume of the
baker illustrated bible commentary is a
nontechnical section by section commentary on one
book or section of the bible that provides
reliable and readable interpretations of the



scriptures from leading evangelical scholars this
information packed commentary will help you gain a
deeper understanding of the bible in your own
personal study or in preparation for teaching it
tackles problematic questions calls attention to
the spiritual and personal aspects of the biblical
message and brings out important points of
biblical theology making it invaluable to anyone
seeking to get the most out of their bible study

Life in the Spirit New Testament
Commentary
2019-10-01
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